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Introduction

The petroleum and natural gas lease is a curious document. It
has to be . Any legal instrument that purports to define property
rights over minerals inconsiderate enough to move from one place
to another, and underground at that, cannot be expected to follow
the conventional form.
The petroleum and natural gas lease is an attempt to strike
some sort of balance between the mineral owner and the mineral
producer. An owner of minerals could follow a number of routes
to enjoy the fruits of -ownership ; he could sell the minerals out=
right, he could lease them for a fixed period, or he could explore
for, and, hopefully, produce them himself. Each one of thesei
alternatives would involve familiar legal concepts and. documents;
well known to property law. There are sound economic reasons
why none of these routes have been followed by Canadian mineral
owners, freehold or public.
The rewards of oil and gas ownership are substantial ; the cost
and risk of discovering oil and gas are also substantial. The latter
have proven to be beyond the purse and inclination of the private
mineral owner and public mineral owners have concluded that the
search for these elusive minerals is not a proper application of
* John E. Eallem, Q.C.,, of the Alberta Ear, Calgary. _' ,::~ ;
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the taxpayers' money. With the exception of certain large corporations, notably railroads, that possess large mineral holdings
together with the financial resources to develop them, the North
American mineral owner has elected not to attempt the singlehanded development of his mineral resources .
On the other hand, the prize of a successful discovery glitters
so brightly that a mineral owner would be unwise to divest himself, either by sale or lease, of all chance of participating in the
success. Similarly, a conventional lease for a fixed term of years,
that may terminate in the floodtide of production, would have
little charm for the prospective mineral lessee.
The petroleum and natural gas lease is an attempt to accommodate these conflicting interests. Basically, it grants the mineral
lessee the exclusive right, for a defined period of time, to explore
for and produce the minerals . If production is encountered during
the primary term, the lessee is protected by a provision that extends the life of the lease while the production continues. The
mineral owner, although freed from any financial obligation to
explore and develop his property, retains an interest in production
through a royalty . Because the owner, by granting the lessee the
exclusive right to explore and develop the property for a certain
period, has given up effective control, the lease also contains
provisions designed to ensure that the lessee does not abuse his
exclusive rights to the detriment of the lessor.'
The sharpest spur that can be applied to the flanks of a reluctant
lessee is the threat of terminating his right to develop and produce
the minerals . By the same token, termination is the most effective
remedy available to the mineral owner, since it returns the minerals
to his control and enables him to negotiate a new arrangement for
the exploration and development of his property. It is not surprising, then, that the conventional petroleum and natural gas
lease contains provisions which have termination as the automatic and direct result of non-observance. The drastic remedy of
termination has been reserved for the failure by the lessee to carry
out only those provisions which are fundamental to the adequate
protection of the mineral owner's position .
I The precise nature of the petroleum and natural gas lease has created
some speculation in the past, see Lewis, The Canadian Petroleum and
Natural Gas Lease (1952), 30 Can . Bar Rev . 965 ; Ballem, Pitfalls in the
Categorization of Petroleum and Natural Gas Leases (1956), 4 U .B .G .
Legal Notes 329. The petroleum and natural gas lease is an interest in
land : Land Owners Mcrtual Minerals Limited v. The Registrar of'Land
Titles (1952), 6 W .W .R . (N .S .) 230 ; is not a "lease" but is profit à prendre :
Berkheiser v . Berkheiser, [19571 S.C.R . 387, 7 D .L .R. (2d) 721 .
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The search for oil and gas ultimately must face the acid test of
drilling. Other arts and other sciences, such as surface geology,
sub-surface geology, seismology and aerial reconnaissance may
indicate the degree of likelihood that a given property is underlain
by oil and gas, but the all important question can be answered
only by drilling to the prospective zones. Unfortunately the drilling
of a well through several thousand feet of unreceptive rock is a
costly undertaking. It is the cost of drilling that has influenced
the owner to abdicate control over his mineral resources to the
lessee. It follows that the most important undertakings of the
lessee concern drilling on the lessor's property. Historically, the
oil and gas lease has reconciled the desire of the mineral owner to
have his property drilled at the earliest moment with the caution
of a mineral lessee in wanting to defer the costly investment of a
well until the last shred of geological evidence has been assimilated.
This reconciliation has been achieved by requiring the lessee to
have either commenced the drilling of a well or paid a sum of
money in lieu thereof at the expiration of certain intervals, usually
annual. The lessee's right to defer drilling by the payment of money
is in turn limited to a given number of years. After the expiration
of this period of years, the primary term, further payments in lieu
of drilling are of no avail; the lease will terminate unless petroleum is actually being produced .
It is only those provisions which bear directly upon the prompt
and adequate exploration of the property that, normally, are
dignified by automatic termination as a consequence of non-observance. Other obligations, important in themselves but not as critical
to the owner as those relating to exploration, normally have a
period of grace_ in which the lessee can maintain the lease by compliance with the obligations. The fugacious nature of oil and gas
has given rise to one of the better known obligations; the breach
of which does not involve automatic termination but rather
grants a period oftime in which the lessee may remedy the default,
thereby avoiding termination. Oil and gas are migratory minerals ;
under certain circumstances they will move from place to place
within the reservoir. The production of oil and gas with consequent
lowering of pressure in the vicinity of the well bore, will cause the
oil and gas in other portions of the reservoir to move toward the
point of low pressure . Oil and gas originally in place under A's
property could, by the presence of a producing well on
property, be induced to move over to B'sproperty and may ultimately
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be produced into B's possession.' The only way in which A can
prevent this from happening would be to drill a well on his land
and produce the oil and gas himself. Since the mineral owner has
turned control over to the lessee, his only recourse and protection
is to require the lessee to take some steps to protect the minerals
underlying his land . The clause that creates this protection compells
the lessee, whenever there is a producing well on lands adjoining
those of the lessor, to commence the drilling with a certain period,
usually six months after the adjoining well has gone on production .
Obviously the timely drilling of a well under conditions where
there is every likelihood that petroleum, originally in place under
the lessor's land is migrating into another's possession, is of the
utmost importance to the lessor. Nonetheless, non-observance of
this offset clause still permits the lessee a period of grace ; automatic termination is reserved for those portions of the lease that
deal with exploratory drilling and production from the land.
In the last ten or fifteen years Canadian courts have heard an
increasing number of cases where the issue has been the circumstances under which a given lease may be terminated . There is
now a sufficient body of law to permit a fairly complete evaluation
of the conditions under which the lessee's estate may be held to
have terminated . Impelled by what may be a sympathy for the
underdog, a feeling that the odds are stacked in favour of the
lessee and against the individual lessor, the courts uniformly have
demanded the most rigorous compliance by the lessee. The judicial
fate of those petroleum leases reviewed by the courts to date has
been such as to make the celluloid "perils of Pauline" pale into
insignificance .
There are three areas into which the cases fall ; those dealing
with
(a) the failure to commence drilling within the required time;
(b) the failure to make that payment which would have deferred drilling, and
(c) expiration of the primary term in the absence of the conditions required to maintain the lease in force.
The obligation to commence drilling, so important to the
lessor and important but also expensive to the lessee, historically,
has been hedged with two limitations . The first one provides that
2 The "law of capture" I.e., he owns the oil who first reduces it into his
possession regardless of its original location, appears to be well established
in Canadian law, Borvs v . C.P.R . Co . et al, [1953] 2 D .L .R. 65 ; see also
Laycraft and Head, Theories of Ownership of Oil and Gas (1953), 31
Can . Bar Rev . 3&2 .
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the lessee may defer the commencement of drilling, but, if he does
so, the lessor is entitled to a payment of money as compensation
for the deferment. This periodic, payment, although not a rental
in the true meaning of the word, has become known as the delay
rental . The second limitation is the ultimate protection to the
lessor ; it imposes an absolute limit on the period of time during
which the drilling obligation may be deferred. For example, a
typical lease may permit the annual deferment of the drilling
obligation by the payment of a delay rental but will also provide
that unless drilling takes place on the lands within a period of
time, often five or ten years, the lease will terminate in any event.
The deferment of the drilling obligation normally takes either
one or two forms : (a) the obligation is to commence the drilling
of a well within a certain period of time "or" pay a specified sum,
or (b) that the lease will terminate if drilling operations have not
commenced within a certain period of time "unless" the lessee
pays a certain sum.' The basic difference between the two is that
with the "or" clause the lessee is bound to either drill or pay
rental and the lease does not terminate; while under the "sunless".
clause he is not bound to do either, but in. the absence of both
drilling operations or payment of rental the lease will automatically
terminate.
In western Canada the "unless" clause is the one most commonly encountered. Although many of the petroleum and natural
gas leases drafted in the last few years utilize the "or" type of
clause, the leases used in western Canada during the late 1940's
and the 1950's almost invariably contained the "unless" type of
clause . Since a large portion of the western Canadian oil and gas
rights were leased during this period, the "unless" clause, despite
the late revival of the "or" clause, remains the commonest and
most important type .
_
The widespread use of the "sunless" clause is an historical and
3 Atypical "or" clause would read : "The lessee agrees to commence a
well on the said lands within one year from the date hereof, or pay at the
rate of . . . per acre for each additional year such commencement is
delayed from the, date hereof for the commencement of such well, until
a well shall be commenced . . . ."
A typical "unless" clause would read : "Provided that if operations
for the drilling of a well are not commenced on the said lands within one
(1) year from the date hereof, this lease shall thereupon terminate and be
at an end, unless the lessee shall have paid or tendered to the lessor the
sum of . . . dollars (hereinafter called `the annual acreage rental'),
which payment shall confer the privilege of deferring the commencement
of drilling operations for a period of one (1) year, and that in like manner
and upon like payments or tenders, the commencement of drilling operations shall be further deferred for like periods successively" .
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legal accident . Since by its own terms it contains a built in hazard
to the lessee, the adoption of this clause by mineral lessees is very
much a case of "being hoist by its own petard". The western
Canadian oil and gas industry was developed and dominated by
corporations and people from the oil producing states of America.
As a result, the western Canadian oil industry has absorbed not
only engineering and geological techniques developed in the United
States, but also documents which had their origin and raison d'être
in the judicial pronouncements of the Texas and Oklahoma courts .
The petroleum and natural gas lease was one of basic documents
imported by the American pioneers . The "unless" clause was a
feature of a form of petroleum lease based on American jurisprudence, which had no parallel in Canadian law, and which, by
the time the clause was utilized in Canada, was no longer law in
the United States .
The early development of the petroleum and natural gas lease,
in its present form, is not too clear, although it is such a recent
document. This much appears to be well established .4 The present
day oil and gas lease was based on a form, known as the "Producers' 88",s developed around 1916 by the Legal Committee of
the Mid-Continental Oil and Gas Association. By the time the
"Producers' 88" form was developed in the United States, the
"unless" clause had won a wide acceptance among mineral
lessees as a result of previous attempts to develop a basic contract between the land owner and the producer adequately serving
the interests of both. The earliest oil leases were developed in
Pennsylvania' and required the lessee to commence the drilling
of a well within a specified time, otherwise the lease would be forfeited . This requirement may have proved satisfactory in the early
years of oil production in Pennsylvania where drilling costs were
low and land holdings small.
Summers, Equitable Relief from Termination of Oil and Gas
Leases for Failure of the Lessee to Meet the Requirements of the
Drilling and Delay Rental Clauses, Fifth Annual Institute on Oil and
Gas Law and Taxation, Southwestern Legal Foundation (1954), p. 1 .
Lewis, loc . cit., footnote 1 ; Maxwell, Termination of Oil and Gas
Leases-The Failure of Drafting Solutions, Fifteenth Annual Institute
on Oil and Gas Law and Taxation, Southwestern Legal Foundation
(1964), p . 181 .
s No one quite seems to know the precise meaning of "Producers' 88" .
The most widely held theory is that this was simply a designation of the
particular form by the printer and, since the number became well recognized and accepted by the various lessors, a practice grew up of imprinting
this number in the lease form, even although the form itself may have differed widely from the original.
s

See Summers, op . cit., footnote 4, p. 2.
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The development -of a substantial market for crude oil, with
the increase ofrefining facilities, forced producers to the realization
that they must acquire and hold large blocks of prospective land.
Obviously, such a programme could not be carried out under a
lease which required the immediate commencement of a well or
the forfeiture of the rights . These circumstances led to the development of the "or" type of clause which relieved the producer from
the immediate imperative of drilling operations but 'afforded the
land owner some recompense in the form of a monetary payment.
The lease form usually granted the lessee relief from the necessity
of paying compensation over the entire term of the lease by the
inclusion of a surrender clause which enabled the lessee, but not
the lessor, to terminate the obligations by surrendering the lease.
Early decisions in the southern states made it clear that if a lessee
sought to utilize the "or" clause, he could not escape the liability
to pay delay rentals. In the Oklahoma decision of Cohn v. Clark'
the lease contained an "or" clause with a separate clause granting
the lessee a unilateral right to surrender. The lessee contended
that his own failure either to commence drilling operations or
pay rentals resulted in an automatic release. The court rejected
this reasoning and held that the lessee was liable for the arrears
of rental . The lessee was left with a need to take a positive step,
that is surrender the lease before he could be released from his
obligation to pay rentals, but subsequent decisions cast doubt
upon the validity of a unilateral right to surrender. The lessee
sought to escape from the fixed obligation to pay rental by adopting the "unless" type of clause which provided for an automatic
termination if he failed to either commence drilling or pay the
rental within the required period . Ironically by the time the "unless"
clause had found wide acceptance, the courts had reversed their
stand on the unilateral surrender provision. But, the "unless"
clause is still in use, decades after the industry has ceased :to worry
about the problems that produced it .s
1. Commence Drilling.

When one considers . the number of petroleum leases that have been
negotiated throughout the years in Canada and the importance of
drilling, the paucity of cases on this point is both surprising and
revealing. In most situations, the question of whether or not a
well has been drilled is readily answered . Such cases as have come
1 (1915), 48 Okl . 500, 150 Pac. 467.
11 Lewis, loc. cit ., footnote 1 ; Maxwell, op-. cit ., footnote 4, p. 181 .
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before the courts involve the issue of whether certain steps taken
by the lessee, prior to the cut-off date, constitute the commencement of drilling. In every case, the lessee will have done something;
surveyed the land, bulldozed the location, set up a drilling rig
or made some other display of industry .
Sometimes, the activity seems to be but a pretence on the part
of a lessee faced with a deadline ; in other cases, the lessee obviously
had a bonafide intention and fell short of his obligation by reason
of his own lack of understanding as to what constituted the commencement of drilling or by circumstances beyond his control.
The decided cases mirror the bona fides, or lack of same, to a
remarkable degree in the success or failure of the lessee, coloured
to some degreee by the judicial disposition to defend the rights of
the mineral lessor.
The earliest Canadian case is virtually a classic example; in
Lang v. Provincial Natural Gas and Fuel Co. of Ontario et a1, 9 the
obligation to commence drilling was admirably succinct : "If
within 6 months from date a well has not been commenced on said
Premises, this lease shall be null and void." The lease was dated
February 22nd, 1908 ; prior to August 22nd in the same year, the
lessee had placed drilling machinery and erected a derrick on the
wellsite. Sometime after the expiration of the six months period,
actual drilling operations were commenced but to no avail. The
court held, by analogy of building contracts, that some breaking
of the ground was necessary and the court also enunciated the
principle that time was of the essence in oil contracts and accordingly, a strict rather than lax reading of the terms of the lease was
appropriate.
A more lenient view of the requirements necessary to satisfy
the commencement of the drilling test was taken by the Alberta
Supreme Court in the 1938 case of Risvold and Mallary v. Scott
and Granville Oils Limited.t0 It may be not without significance that
the drilling obligation was contained not in an actual lease but
in an assignment of a lease. The facts were as follows : by an instrument described as a lease, the Crown granted petroleum and natural
gas rights for a period of twenty-one years which instrument was
assigned to the plaintiffs, who in turn further assigned the lease
to the defendants. This latter instrument of assignment contained
the following drilling obligations :
9 Lang v. Provincial Natural Gas and Fuel Co. of Ontario et al (1909),
17 O .L .R . 262 (Ont. H.C ., Ch . Div .) .
19 Risvold and Mallary v. Scott and Granville Oils Limited, [1938] 1
W .W.R . 682, [19381 2 D .L .R . 238 (Alta. Sup . Ct .) .
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The lessee hereby covenants, promises and agrees that he shall and
will commence the erection of a derrick, will install proper and adequate
drilling equipment and machinery as soon as possible and shall and
will commence actional drilling operations on the said lands, but not
later than the 31st day of December, 1936 A.D. or ninety (90) days
from date of execution hereof, whichever of said dates may be later.

By December 31st, 1936, the following work had been done :
the lessee had obtained a surface lease, dug a cellar, cribbed it
and completed it with a runway, made contracts for the erection
of a derrick, placed some equipment on the ground, contracted
for the use of the required equipment and awarded the drilling
contract. While the defendants may have been somewhat dilatory
in commencing operations, the drilling, once begun, was prosecuted with commendable diligence, with the result that, despite
set backs occasioned by the weather, the well was completed in
September, 1937, as a substantial producer. The plaintiffs attacked
the validity of the defendants' title on the ground that they had
failed to meet the conditions of the drilling obligation contained
in the document of assignment . The trialjudge, finding no Canadian
guides, adopted the views of two distinguished American writers
and in particular quoted Summers" with approval :

Where the lessee covenants to begin or commence a well or drilling
operations within a certain definite time and his failure to do so places
him under a liability to have the lease forfeited, or a duty to pay delay
rental, it becomes necessary to determine what act or acts of the lessor12
will satisfy this requirement . The general rule seems to be that actual
drilling is unnecessary, but that the location of wells, hauling lumber
on the premises, erection of derricks, providing a water supply,
moving machinery on the premises and similar acts preliminary to the
beginning of the actual work of drilling, when performed with a bona
- ;fide intention to proceed thereafter with diligence toward the completion of the well, constitute a commencement or beginning of a well
or drilling operations within the meaning of this clause of the lease.
If the lessee has performed such acts within the time limited, and has
thereafter actually proceeded with the drilling to completion of a well,
the intent with which he did the preliminary acts are unquestionable,
and the court may rule as a matter of law that the well was commenced
within the time specified by the lease.1s
Particular emphasis was placed on the bona fides of the de-

fendants and certainly the events subsequent to December 31st,
1936, amply bore out their intention to drill the well as they pro
ceeded to complete it is a producer . In the result, the trialjudge held

Summers, Oil and Gas (1935-55), p. 362 .
12 The quote contains a reference to "lessor", this should presumably
be "lessee".
12 supra, footnote 10, at p. 687 (W.W.R.).
11
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that the actions of the defendants, although falling short of
breaking ground by the appropriate date, nonetheless amounted
to a commencement of drilling operations . The language of the
judgment makes it clear that the court was influenced by the equities
of the situation and by the fact that the defendants had acted with
the utmost good faith and, subject to the necessity of raising
finances, with the greatest despatch .
By another of those historical accidents that have beset and
confounded its development, the document that delineates the
respective rights between the owner and the mineral prospector
has become known irrevocably and described as a "lease", despite the fact that the legal relationship it creates is not a tenancy
nor does it conform to the legal definition of a lease. 14 Nonetheless,
the use of the word "lease" has led to the importation of many of
the concepts of property law and, on occasion, ingenious counsel
and sympathetic courts have striven mightily to accommodate
these concepts within the terms of the oil and gas lease.
The equitable doctrine of relief against forfeiture, that a tenancy
will not be terminated where compensation can be made or where
the rigid exercise of the legal right would produce a hardship,"
is a very inviting last resort to hard pressed counsel of a lessee
who has failed to commence drilling within the required time .
Insofar as the obligation to drill is concerned, the principle has
one serious weakness in that failure to drill is not the type of default
that lends itself to monetary compensation . There are too many
risks and uncertainties in the oil and gas industry ; too much
depends on the result of a well which may transform worthless
"moose pasture" into million dollar quarter sections or, conversely,
completely devalue an area, for there to be any satisfactory way
of determining the proper compensation in damages."
The point is well illustrated in Wulff et al. v. Lwidy et al.,"
where the holder of a Crown lease granted a sub-lease to third
parties which stated that :
The lessees agree to commence operations on the said lease with a view
to the drilling of a well on the lands on or before June 15th, 1937, and
will continue said operations until said well is completed, it being

See authorities cited, supra, footnote 1 .
Sanders v . Page (1806), 33 E .R. 108 ; Anger and Honsberger, Canadian Law of Real Property (1959), p . 955 ; Snider v . Harper, [19221 2
W .W.R . 417 (Alta . App . Div .) ; The Judicature Act, R .S .A ., 1955, c .
164, s . 18 .
16 Albrecht v . lmperial Oil Limited (1957), 21 W .W .R . 560 (Alta . Sup .
Ct .) ; see also Ballem, Damages for Breach of Drilling Commitment (1957),
35 Can . Bar Rev . 971 .
17 [19401 1 W .W.R . 444, [194012 D .L .R . 126 (Alta . App .
Div .) .
14
11
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understood that the continuing shall be in accordance with the established practice of the field and having regard to unavoidable delays or other causes .

By the stipulated date, the sub-lessees had incorporated a company, and made a geological survey . A further agreement, dated
November 12th, 1937, extended the deadline to commence operations to May 1st, 1938, and provided that ifthis requirement was
not complied with, the sub-lease would be null and void. Apparently, nothing more was accomplished prior to May 1st, 1938,
but some time thereafter, efforts were made to obtain a surface
lease (which would permit the drilling of a well) and to survey
the proposed wellsite . The sub-lessors sought a declaration that
the, document had terminated and that the sub-lessees had no
interest in the petroleum and natural gas rights .
Counsel for the sub-lessees relied on two grounds, (a) that
what had been done satisfied the obligation "to commence operations . . . with a view to the drilling of a well", and (b) relief
against forfeiture .
.
The wording of the drilling obligation, "to commence operations . . . with a view to the drilling of a well", was sufficiently
imprecise - to allow considerable scope for the argument that it
contemplated something less than an actual breaking of the ground.
The Alberta Appellate Division relied on an American authority,
Thornton's Law of Oil and Gas," to equate "operations" to "drilling operations". From there,, it was an easy step to hold that what
had been done prior to May l.st, 1938, namely incorporating a
company and conducting a geological survey fell short of the
requirement, particularly since the parties, by subsequently making
an extension agreement, tacitly recognized the shortcoming.
The attempt to salvage the sub-lease through the equitable
principle of relief against forfeiture failed because of the impossibility of using monetary damages as compensation for the nonexistence of a well. Once again, the court relied on Thornton :z9

If the principal thing is to sink a well, then relief in equity will not
be given upon the tender of the periodical and unpaid rental, where
neglect to sink the well cannot be compensated in damages .
Equitable relief against forfeiture, severely mauled by Wulff
v. Lundy" received equally unsympathetic treatment in Oil City
Petroleums (Leduc) Limited v. American Leduc Petroleums Lim
ited." In both cases the document in question was something other
18 (4th ed ., 1925).
19 Op. cit., ibid., p. 607.
2021 Supra, footnote 17.
(1951), 2 W.W .R. (N.S.) 371 (Alta. S. C. App . Div.).
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than an oil and gas lease : in the Wulff case it was a sub-lease ; in
the Oil City case it was an exploration and development agreement.
Both documents, however, contained drilling obligations similar
to those in oil and gas leases and both created, in the eyes of the
court, a sufficient estate to prima facie justify the application of
relief against forfeiture.
The combined result of the undertakings and circumstances
in the Oil City case required the commencement of drilling by a
certain date ; by which time the surface of the ground on the wellsite had been prepared, a water tank had been located on the site
and a thirty inch hole had been sunk some three hundred feet
deep with a short piece of casing installed therein. The Appellate
Division was at pains to disagree with the view of the trial judge
and expressly held that there was no lack of good faith on the part
of those attempting to commence drilling within the required
time. What had been done was not a pretence but a bona fide
attempt to commence drilling ; in addition there had been an
actual breaking of the ground as a large diameter hole had been
drilled to three hundred feet. Ifthis was the entire story, the decision
would be hard to understand. Although it does not appear in the
judgment, I am advised by counsel who appeared in the case that
the rig, which had drilled the hole to the three hundred foot depth,
had been removed from the wellsite before the crucial date. This
is borne out by the fact, noted in the judgment, that no drilling
contract had been negotiated prior to the deadline . The lack of
a rig would make the situation rather similar to Wetter v. New
Pecalta Oils Company Limited22 where the preliminary drilling
had been done by a service rig which was not capable of drilling
to the projected depth. The lack of a present ability to complete
the drilling would justify the court's conclusion that it amounted
only to a preparation to drill and not "commencement of drilling".
This is particularly true since the well was not drilled through to
completion as had been done in the Risvold case."
On appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada, the efforts to
commence drilling were dismissed in a very offhand fashion :24
I think that the small amount of drilling relied upon by the appellant
company as an answer to the allegation of a default against it in this
respect is not to be taken seriously as a compliance with its obligations

A majority of the Alberta Appellate Division held that the
22
23
24

(1951), 2 W.W .R . (N .S .) 290, [195113 D .L.R . 533 (Alta. App . Div.) .
Supra, footnote 10 .
[195213 D.L .R. 577, per Kellock J., at p . 578 .
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documents created an equitable interest and therefore had to
consider the issue of relief against forfeiture . Noting that the
relief would constitute the granting of further time to drill, the
court recognized "the nature of the oil-production business with
pressure being constantly exerted in pushing forward oil-drilling
operations". 26 This reference to the economic facts of the industry
was reinforced with thè statement that courts must take a realistic
view of all the circumstances when asked to do equity, and the
trial judge's refusal to grant relief was upheld . In so doing, the
court commented on the fact that no proposal to grant a reasonable
time to commence drilling had been placed before the trial judge,
which was the only stage at which such a proposal could be advanced properly, as too much time would have elapsed upon
Appeal. This judicial aside may appear to at least open the possibility that under certain circumstances equitable relief may be
granted where only a short extension is required and where only
the slightest of technicalities has prevented full and timely compliance. On the other hand, the overwhelming importance attributed to time in the oil and gas industry and the forceful judicial
recognition of that importance makes it doubtful if any application for relief could be brought before the courts expeditiously
enough to overcome the harm that could be done to the other
party by delay.
The judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada can hardly be
said to illuminate this troubled question 26
With respect to the contention that the appellants should be relieved
from the consequences of their default, I see no grounds, assuming
but without deciding there is jurisdiction to do so, upon which relief
should be granted.

As we shall see, later decisions of the Supreme Court seem to have
closed the door for all time on relief against forfeiture as a means
of maintaining a lease in force .
The trial judge in Wetter v. New Pecalta27 went so far as to
state that he would permit relief against forfeiture, subject to
undertakings as to prompt performance. Inasmuch as he found
there had been no default, this statement was mere dicta and, in
any event, was overruled on appeal which was argued before the
same court just two weeks prior to the Oil City case21 The facts
in Wetter v. New Pecalta follow the familiar pattern. The defendants were under an obligation to commence drilling by a certain
at p. 580 .
Supra, footnote 22.

ze Ibid.,
27

Supra, footnote 21, at p. 380 .
21 Supra, footnote 21.
25
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date on pain of losing the lease. The obligation was created by the
following provision in the lease :
The Lessee shall commence drilling operations not later than one
year from the date hereof, and if such operations shall not be commenced by that time, the penalty shall be that the said lease shall be
null and void unless the Lessees shall one month before the end of
aforesaid year pay the Lessor the one dollar ($1 .00) per acre rental
in advance, previously mentioned, in which case the date for commencing drilling operations shall be extended another year, and
this same procedure shall be observed from year to year but not
beyond December 31st, 1950. This lease shall be null and void if no
well has been commenced to be drilled on the said demised premises
by that date .

The defendants elected to defer the drilling obligation for as
long as permitted under the above provision and duly made payments of the rental in each of the years 1948, 1949 and 1950.
Finally, however, they came to the point of time, December 31st,
1950, beyond which further payments were unavailing and where
only drilling operations could preserve the lease. The evidence
indicated that, by December 31st, 1950, the defendants had taken
the following actions : paid the specified rental under the lease
for the use of the surface, surveyed the drill site and operated a
bulldozer thereon. During the first week of January a service rig,
(which was not capable of drilling the well), was set up on to the
site and a hole was drilled to a depth of three hundred feet. The
service rig was then removed and all further operations ceased .
Since the element of time is so important in this matter, the
history of the judicial proceedings is relevant . The action to obtain
a declaration that the lease was null and void was commenced on
February 2nd, 1951, and tried on February 14th with the appeal
being heard on May 9th of the same year. The trial judge found
that there had been no default as what had been done by the defendants satisfied the obligations and further stated that if there had
been a default, he would relieve against forfeiture on condition
that a drilling permit be applied for immediately, that a drilling
rig be moved onto the site within thirty days and that drilling
operations be diligently prosecuted .
The Appellate Division relied heavily on the fact that the drilling was discontinued to hold that drilling operations had not been
commenced prior to the deadline .
If drilling had continued it might be argued that the bull-dozer work
was preliminary to drilling, but the actual drilling was in January,
1951, and lasted only a week when the rig was removed . This coupled
with the fact that the lease contains no covenant to continue drilling,
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indicates that the work done was merely a pretence to continue the
lease?9

This poses a pretty dilemma for the lessee who is not sure
whether he has satisfied the drilling obligation by the required
time. He knows that his chances will be improved if he continues
and completes the drilling ; he knows too, that drilling is a mighty
expensive operation which may involve .huildreds,,of thousands
of dollars and that even such an expenditure may be of no avail
in preserving the lease.
Having decided that the drilling - obligation had not been
satisfied, . the court had to deal with the question of relief against
forfeiture. As in every other case, the Appellate Division handled
this question very gingerly, and relied upon the absence of a bona
fade intention to rule that relief should not be granted. In this manner, the issue of whether the equitable principle must yield to the
importance of the time factor was finessed, although the same
court in the Oil City decision refused to grant relief because time
was of such,importance in the oil industry .
The foregoing cases provide the only guides as to whether a
drilling obligation has been satisfied. A footnote of sorts is added
by Mercury Oils Limited v. Vulcan-Brown Petroleums" which
established, if there had been any doubt, that a drilling obligation
would not be enforced, nor the lease forfeited, if to do' so would
contravene applicable regulations. In this case, the lessee was
required to drill one well, which it did within the specified time,
and was obligated to drill a second well within twelve months
thereafter and if it failed to do so, was to have been deemed to
have abandoned the property . In the intervening period, new regulations were passed by the Province of Alberta which prohibited
the drilling of the second well as it would have been located in
too close proximity to the first well. The lease .also contained a
provision that operations were to be carried on in strict compliance
with the statutes and regulations and all other provisions of the
law applicable thereto. The Supreme Court of Canada held that
the lessee's failure to drill, when such drilling was.~prohibited by
the applicable regulations, could not be construed as a default
so as to terminate the lease.
The lessee cannot escape the hazards of a drilling obligation
by simply ignoring it. In Reynolds v. Ackerman" the lease, one
s Supra, footnote 22, at p. 293 (W.W.R .).
30 [19431 S.C.R. 37, [19431 1 D.L.R. 369.
31 (1960), 32 W.W.R. 289 (Alta . Sup. Ct.).
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suspects by inadvertence, omitted any reference to drilling and
merely provided :

The lessee shall pay to the lessor for the said period of three (3) years
of this lease the sum of Two Hundred ($200.00) Dollars upon the
execution of this lease, (receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged).
This lease shall be subject to renewal for a further term from year to
year by the lessee paying to the lessor in advance, the sum of One
($1 .00) Dollar per acre per year, provided that all the covenants of
the lessee therein contained, shall have been fully done and performed.

The effect of this provision would appear to be that the lessee, by
paying the specified renewal fee, could continue the lease in force
forever, regardless of whether there was any drilling on, or production from, the property. A bold stroke, indeed, but the court
held it void for uncertainty.32
II. Delay Rental.

Until such time as the terms of the lease present the lessee with
the moment of truth in that he must drill or abandon his rights,
it is possible to defer the obligation by periodic payments which
have become known as "delay rentals" . Through the wide-spread
use of the "unless" type of clause, the manner of payment of delay
rentals has become as fraught with hazard to the lessee as the
drilling provision itself.
The payment of a sum of money is a much more straightforward
operation than the drilling of a well; it is much simpler to determine whether a payment has been made than it is to adjudicate
if certain acts constitute drilling operations . There are still questions
that must be answered, however. When is a payment actually
made, when mailed or received by the payee? What constitutes
payment? What is the true payment date? Can a default in pay32 But see Docker v London-Elgin Oil
.
Co. (1907), 10 O .W .R. 1056,
aff'd (1908), 11 O .W.R. 726 (Ont . C.A .), where the lease contained a
covenant by the lessee to commence operations on or before November
1st, 1902 "or will pay to the lessor or his assigns the sum of $6 .00 per
month from the date hereof until operations are commenced". Prior to
November 1st, 1902, the monthly payment had been made and no operations commenced . After that date no payments were made and there
were no drilling operations . Upon an action by the lessor to have the lease
terminated, the lessee paid the arrears of rent into court. It was held that
the lessee, having paid the monthly rent was not in default to November
1st, 1902, and that, after such date, the lease did not impose any obligations
as to drilling and merely provided for a monthly payment until operations
were commenced . Since the lessor's right to terminate and re-enter was
based on non-payment of money, it was the sort of penalty against which
equity would relieve on satisfaction of all arrears .
In view of the subsequent decisions, Docker v . London-Elgin Oil Co .
can only be of historical interest but it is a fine example of what happens
when the conventional concepts and rules of property law are applied
to the mineral lessor-lessee relationship .
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ment be waived by the subsequent conduct of the lessor? These
are the type of questions that confront the courts even in the circumscribed and limited area of rental payments . As they relentlessly terminated leases through strict interpretation of drilling
clauses, the courts at least indicated some misgivings and under
some circumstances granted relief to the lessee. Even this cold
comfort is denied the lessee who fails to comply with the exact
requirements of the lease in the matter of delay rental payments.
The pattern was established in the East Crest Oil Company
Limited v. Strohschein and Strohschein," and there has been no
appreciable deviation since. The lease in the East Crest case con
tained the classic "unless" clause to the effect that if operations
for drilling are not commenced on the land within one year the
lease would terminate unless on or before the anniversary date,
the lessee shall pay or tender to the lessor, the stipulated rental
amounts which would confer the privilege of deferring the commencement of drilling operations for a period of one year . The
lease granted the lessee the right to purchase annual deferments
for a primary term of six years. The dispute in question arose well
before the expiration of the primary term and before any drilling
operations had been commenced; the sole question revolved on
the effect of non-payment. The lease was dated September 13th,
1948, and the lessee paid the required delay rental on September
13th, 1949, but failed to make payment on or before September
13th, 1950. Shortly thereafter, the lessor's solicitors notified the
lessee that the lease had terminated owing to the failure to make
the required payment. On October 14th, 1950, the lessee's solicitors
replied stating that the failure to pay the rental was due to an
oversight and subsequently a cheque was tendered to the lessor
and refused by him.
There was no question but that the payment was not made in
time ; the only issue was as to the effect of this on the lease itself.
The Alberta Appellate Division supported the trial judge's finding
that the lessee was under no obligation to either drill or pay :"
The lease contains no covenant on the part of the lessee to either
drill or pay . He may hold and enjoy the lands for a period of six years
by commencing to drill a well at a specified date or in lieu thereof may
have the date extended for one year by paying on a specified date the
delay rental and the lessee's refusal or neglect to either drill or pay
does not give rise to a cause of action against him. The lessee is not
bound to either drill or pay but may do either of these things only
if he so chooses .
" (1951-1952), 4 W.W.R. (N.S.) 553, [195212 D.L, .R. 432 (Alta. App .
Div .).
14 Ibid., at p. 558 (W.W.R.) .
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The finding that the clause did not embody an obligation upon
the lessee undermined an argument advanced on his behalf based
upon another provision of the lease. The lease contained the usual
form of default clause that had the effect of requiring the lessor, if
he desired to terminate the lease because of a default by the
lessee, to give the latter written notice of such default and grant a
period of grace within which the lessee could remedy the default
and thereby avoid termination . It was argued that the lessee being
delinquent in the payment of the delay rental was entitled to this
period of grace to remedy the default and preserve the lease. Since
there was no obligation on the part of the lessee to pay the rental,
there could be no default and accordingly the default provision,
Nvith its saving period of grace, could not assist the lessee.
Once the lessee elects, unwittingly or otherwise, not to make
the delay payment, the results are immediate and drastic. The
Appellate Division described them graphically by adopting the
language used in the California case of Richfield Oil Corp. v.
Bloomfield," that from its nature, the document "carries within its
own phraseology an automatic termination which clicks". Quite
a few lessees have had the misfortune to hear this unmistakable
clicking noise in the intervening years.
The court also went one step beyond the Oil City38 and Wetter37
decisions in discrediting relief against forfeiture by holding that
there was no penalty or forfeiture involved as the clause dealing
with delay rental merely conferred a privilege on the lessee to
have the lease continued for a further period without any obligation
on him to exercise the privilege. Accordingly there was no forfeiture to relieve against .
In the East Crest" case, the lessee was not even aware of his
default until at least two weeks after the due date so the question
as to whether the payment had been made in time was never in
issue. There are situations, however, in which the facts do not
permit a ready and easy answer to this question and compel
the courts to scrutinize the language of the documents in minute
detail to determine whether there has been compliance. Such was
the situation in Canadian Fina Oil Limited v. Paschke39 where the
lease was dated October 12th, 1953, and contained the usual type
of clause. No drilling was ever performed under the lease but the
first yearly rental was made on time. The trouble arose at the end
35
36
39

(1951), 229 Pac . 2d 838 .
Supra, footnote 21. 37 Supra, footnote 22 . 33 Supra, footnote 33.
(1957), 21 W.W.R. 260, (1957), 7 D.L.R. (2d) 473 (Alta. App . Div.).
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of the second year, when the lessee mailed its cheque for the delay
rental in Calgary on October 12th, 1955, in a registered letter
addressed to the lessor's bank in Stettler, which bank had been
named as the depository under the lease. The cheque was received
by the bank on October 13th, 1955, and was returned to the lessee
on the ground that the lease had expired since payment had not
been made within the year from the date of the document. The
Alberta Appellate Division undertook to answer two questions,
(1) had the term of the grant expired by October 12th, 1955, and
(2) assuming that it had not expired was the mailing of the cheque
by itself payment or tender within the provisions of the lease.
The trial judge had determined that the term of the grant had
commenced on the day, of the date of the lease, namely October
12th and accordingly had expired on October 11th, with which
conclusion the Appellate Division concurred. The importance of
the time factor in the oil and gas industry was once more ventilated
and the issue would appear to have been put to rest for all time
in a memorable passage from porter J. A. :4°
Upon argument, counsel for the appellant was critical of the reference
that the learned trial judge made to the fact that time is of the essence
in the oil production business, taking the position that while that
might be the particular knowledge of the trial judge, because of his
experience at the bar, it could not be regarded as general knowledge,
of which judicial notice could be taken . Perhaps it would be useful
for the guidance of those who are not familiar with the background
ofthe development of this country, to know that the oil and gas business
has been carried on with a good deal of vitality in this province for
more than 50 years, from Milk River to Peace River, and from the
eastern boundary of the province to the eastern slope of the Rocky
Mountains . In the course of that time the people of this province have
seen hopes and values dashed when a few strokes of the bit found
salt water where oil had been hoped for, whereas in the other fields
they have seen what was in common parlance called "cow pasture"
turned overnight from areas of hope alone, to reservoirs containing
thousands of barrels per acre. It is implicit in the search for oil, and
indeed in its production and marketing, that events affecting these
activities can occur with great suddenness unpredictably. In consequence there are heavy shifts of value and necessary new, almost
instant, re-appraisals of ventures to be undertaken. These facts are
common knowledge in this province.
Bearing in mind these characteristics of the business, it is my
view that the appellant would have been shocked if it had been told
that it could not move on to the property on October 12th, 1953,
that indeed, having signed the lease, its presence on the land would
have made it a trespasser until the next day . This practical view is
40

Ibid., at p. 263 (W.W.R.).
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emphasized by the fact that the law does not know fractions of the
day . That being so, it follows that this document was to all intents
and purposes signed on the first instant of October 12 .

The Appellate Division's answer to the second question required that the payment whether by cash or by cheque, be actually
received by the lessor, or his duly designated depository, on or
before the last day of the term, in this case, on or before October
11th .
One by one, the court struck down the various arguments advanced in support of leases where there had been a defect in the
payment of delay rentals. Waiver, that old favourite when all else
fails, has been duly presented for the courts' consideration by
hopeful counsel but with disappointing results. In Rostad v. Andreassen" the lease was similar in terms to that in the East Crest42
case and required payment of the delay rental by November 29th,
1951 . The forgetful lessee allowed this date to pass and it was not
until December 11th, that he sent a cheque for the required amount
to the bank named as the depository under the terms of the lease.
The bank in the normal course of events, credited the amount to
the lessor's account on December 13th and it was not until December 20th that the lessor received notice from the bank that
this had been done . On the same day, the lessor made arrangements
to have the payment returned to the lessee. The latter, admittedly
out of time, contended that the acceptance of the cheque by the
bank and the crediting of the amount to the lessor's account,
constituted a waiver of termination. It was held that the bank had
no power to bind the lessor by accepting rentals which where past
due and that the lessor had done nothing by his conduct to waive
the terms of payment.
Even the prolonged retention by the lessor of a defective delay
rental payment, whether by accident or otherwise, apparently
will not constitute a waiver and cannot revive the lease. In Langlois
v. Canadian Superior 011 of California Limited" the lease was dated
October 12th, 1948, and some years later was assigned by the lessor
and all proper notices were duly given to and received by the lessee .
41 (1952-1953), 7 W.W .R . 709, aff'd by the Appellate Division without
written reasons (1953), 8 W.W .R. 717, but see Alaple CRY Oil and Gas
Co. v. Charlton (1912), 7 D .L .R . 345 (Ont. H .C.), where the actual withdrawal of the sum of money represented by the delay rental from the
depository bank by the lessor's agent was held to amount to a waiver
of any forfeiture resulting from failure to make the payment in the proper
time .
12 Supra, footnote 33 .
4 3(1957-58), 23 W.W.R. 401 (Man . Q.B ., C.A .) ; the decision of the
trial judge was affirmed by the Court of Appeal without written reasons .
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By September 13th of 1954, the respondents had become the registered assignees of the lessor's interest. Unfortunately the lessee
issued its cheque for the delay rental to the original lessor and the
cheque was accepted by the depository bank and credited to the
account of the original lessor, with the result that the respondents
had not received any payment of delay rental by the anniversary
date of the lease. Applying previous decisions, the court held that
the lease had terminated by virtue of its own terms for non-payment of the rental due October llth or October l2th, 1954. (Since
the court had held that payment to the original lessor was not a
good payment of the rental, it expressly refrained from determining whether the delay rental in question was due on October
llth or October 12th although it did refer to the Canadian Fina
Oil Limited case) 44 Matters did not end _there, however, as in the
following year on October 3rd, 1955, the lessee issued a delay rental
cheque this time naming the assignees of the lessor as the payees
and again this sum was credited by the depository bank into the
account of the assignees. Similarly on October lst, 1956, a payment was forwarded by the lessee to the depository bank. This
cheque was sent back by the bank on February 27th, 1957, but
the lessee, not to be outdone in this game of financial table-tennis,
returned the cheque to the depository bank which still held it at
the time of the action.
In the meantime, the assignees had presumably discovered that
they were richer by the sum of the delay rental payment made in
1955 and credited by the depository bank to their account. On
March 13th, 1957, they sent to the lessee a cheque for an equivalent
sum which was thoughtfully returned by the lessee on March 14th,
1957. By that time, the proceedings to have the lease declared null
and void had already commenced and the court had to consider
the -effect, if any, of the receipt and retention of the payment by
the assignees of the lessor in the year 1955, well after the lease
had terminated. The argument that this amounted to a waiver or
election not to forfeit by the lessor, was rejected on the ground
that there was no forfeiture and therefore no forfeiture to waive.
While it is not made explicit in the judgment, this result could only
be achieved on the following basis : the lessee not being compelled
to pay delay rental under the "unless" clause would theoretically
have "elected" not to make the payment and therefore the lease
terminated automatically as a result of such election. The fact
that such "election" was purely inadvertent and resulted from a
" Supra, footnote 39 .
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delay in updating the lessee's records, apparently does not affect
the issue. Equally artificial is the argument raised in support of
the validity of the lease, namely that the routine action of the
depository bank in crediting the payment to the lessor's account
constitutes a waiver even though the lessor may not have been
aware of the transaction. Although they dutifully considered the
concepts of forfeiture and waiver which seem both inappropriate
and artifical in the context of an agreement between a mineral owner
and a mineral prospector ; what the courts really seemed to be
saying in these cases is that the lessee is under a strict and absolute
obligation to make a proper payment of the delay rental within
the time specified in the lease and that if he fails to do so, he
will lose all his rights .
Virtually all of the leases in the foregoing cases contained the
usual "default clause" that entitled the lessor to give the lessee
written notice of the "breach or non-observance or non-performance on the part of the lessee of any covenant, proviso, condition,
restriction or stipulation" and which have the effect of granting the
lessee the right to preserve his lease by taking the appropriate
remedial action . This type of clause does not help the lessee who
has failed to make his delay rental payment as the courts have held
that there could be no default since the lessee is under no obligation
to make the payment of the rental . In the case of Chipp v. Hun&
the default clause referred specifically to defaults in payment of
the rental and granted the lessee a thirty day period within which
to remedy such default before the lessor could terminate the lease .
The lessee had failed to make the payment within the required
time, but had never received a notice of default from the lessor .
Because of the specific reference in the default clause to payment
of the rental, the lessee no doubt felt that he was home and dry
and safe from the ominous "click" that signfies the termination
of the lease. However, not even the specific reference to rental
was enough to salvage the lease as the court held that before the
clause could have any application there would have to be a default
of an obligation that the lessee was legally required to perform.
Since the "unless" clause does not obligate the lessee to pay the
rental, but leaves him with an election, he could not be in default
and the East Crest case" applied to terminate the lease.
There is mirabile dictu one case in which the lessee had made
something less than a perfect payment of the delay rental and yet
(1955), 16 W .W.R . 209 (Alta. S .C .).
46 Supra, footnote 33 .

41
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the lease was held valid . The circumstances of the case, however,
were such that the lessor could be said to have deliberately thwarted
the efforts of the lessee to make a proper payment . In Imperial
Oil Limited v. Conroy and Berthiaume47 the lessee had taken the
petroleum and natural gas lease from a registered owner of the
minerals whose title was subsequently defeated . The new owner
of the minerals energetically repudiated the petroleum and natural
gas lease granted by the previous holder to Imperial Oil Limited,
steadfastly refused all requests to name a new depository and
returned a cheque tendered by the lessee in payment of the delay
rental . In an action to determine the validity of the lease, the new
lessor argued, inter alia, that the lease had lapsed through default
in tendering the annual delay rental . The court rejected this argument out of hand on the ground that the lessor could not take
advantage of her own refusal to name a new depository and her
rejection of the cheque . Since the lessor had clearly denied the
validity of the lease and was carefully avoiding any action that
might strengthen its status, the court held that the lessee had done
all that could be required of it from a practical point of view and
that the lease could not be held to have lapsed because of the alleged failure to make proper payment of the delay rental.
The Province of Ontario has passed legislation which, insofar
as that province is concerned, may displace the principle developed
by the western courts that even acceptance by the lessor of a delinquent rental payment could not constitute a waiver since there
was no default for the lessor to waive. The Ontario Gas and Oil
Leases Act" establishes a procedure whereby the lessor who alleges
that the lessee is in default in either failing to commence to drill a
well or failing to pay rentals in lieu thereof may apply to a judge
for an order declaring the lease void. Primarily, the Apt establishes
a summary procedure whereby the lessor may free his land from
the burden of-a petroleum and natural gas lease where the lessee
has 'been delinquent in the above aspects . Section 6 of the Act,
however, provides that the judge, in hearing the application, $hall
not take into account any rentals or other remuneration tendered
after the making of the application "unless the same is agreed to
or accepted by the applicant" . The Ontario Court of Appeal considered the effect of this clause in Modde and Dominion Glass
Company Limited v. Ralph W. Taylor, Jr.19 where the delay rental
47 (1954), 12 W.W.R.
569 (Alta. S.C.).
'$ R.S.O., 1962-1963, c. 49 .
as March 12th, 1965, unreported (Ont. C.A., per Roach J. A.). In the
case of Scholtens v . Syderiham Gas & Petroleum Co . Ltd., unreported,
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was due on the 5th day of August in each year . In the year 1962
the delay rental was not paid until sometime in October or November but was accepted by the lessor and the payment for the
year 1963 was also tardy, not being paid until September, but this
payment likewise was accepted and retained by the lessor. The
application to have the lease declared null and void for failure
to pay rentals was commenced on March 20th, 1964. The trial
judge, analyzing the wording of section 6 of the Act, concluded
that it follows by inference if a rental is accepted such fact must
be taken into consideration by the court. The Court of Appeal
endorsed this opinion and held that the acceptance and retention
by the lessor of the payment, although admittedly out of time,
amounted to a consent to waive strict compliance with the terms
of the lease.
III. Production at the End of the Primary Term.
The ultimate protection to the lessor is the designation of a primary
term for the lease, whether it be ten years, or five years, or only
a few months . Beyond this point of time, only one thing can
maintain the lease in force-actual production of petroleum. The
lessee can bulldoze drill sites, actually commence drilling, pay delay
rentals, all to no avail if he is not producing petroleum at the
crucial date.
Termination by the expiration of the primary term very often
is a much more poignant and costly experience for the lessee than
termination for failure to drill or pay rentals on time . In the latter
two cases the lessee may lose a prospective and attractive property
but no wells will have been drilled, so he can always comfort himself with the thought that his investment has been kept to the
barest possible minimum and the actual existence of petroleum
underlying the property has not been proved beyond all doubt.
In those cases which turn on the state of affairs at the end of the
primary term, however, it frequently happens that the lessee will
have drilled one or more wells on the property, that the existence
of valuable deposits of petroleum has been established and that

but summarized in Lewis & Thompson, Canadian Oil and Gas, Vol . 1
(1960), Dig. 211, an Ontario County Court applied the procedure set forth
in the Gas and Oil Leases Act to declare a lease null and void for failure
to pay rental . In this case, however, although there had been an history
of tardy payments, received and accepted by the lessor, in the year in
which the application was made the tardy payment was returned uncashed
by the lessor. Under these circumstances, the Ontario County Court held
that the line of authorities commencing with the East Crest case applied
and that the rent not having been paid within the time prescribed, the
documents became void .
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he will be deprived of his fortune from causes over which he has
no control.
The problem arises from the clause which sets forth the duration
of the lease and which is usually along the following lines : "for
a period of ten (10) years from the date hereof and for so long
thereafter as the petroleum substances are being produced from
the said lands". The reference to "the said lands" is to the lands
owned by the lessor and covered by the lease. The utility of such
a clause is obvious ; on the one hand it protects the lessor by ensuring that he regains control of his land if the lessee has not
brought it into production ; on the other, it protects the lessee
against losing the property while it is producing a revenue .
The most straightforward fact pattern giving rise to the problem is exemplified by Krysa v. Opalinski'O where the lease was
dated dune 2nd, 1949, and was for a term of three years "and for
so long thereafter as the leased substances or any of them are being
produced from the said lands and royaltyis being paid to the lessor".
No less than three wells were drilled on the lands and placed on production during the three year term. These wells continued to produce beyond the primary term, production being finally stopped
in 1958 when the wells were shut down for economic reasons.
Presumably the wells could still produce but not in sufficient volumes to offset operating costs. That well-known "click" was heard
once again and "the lease in question in these proceedings has
terminated from the force of its own terms" ."
The second point in the case illustrates one of the many variations on the theme that can arise. The lease also contained a
provision to the effect that if production ceased the lessee could,
nonetheless, maintain the lease in force by commencing further
drilling within one month from such cessation. If this drilling led
to a renewal of production the lease would remain in force for
so long as such production continued. The lease also contained
the usual type of default clause that required the lessor to give
notice and a period of grace to the lessee before terminating the
lease. Counsel for the lessee argued that, although the lessee had
not commenced drilling operations within one month of cessation
of production, the lessor could not terminate without giving written
notice of the default and affording the lessee the stipulated period
to remedy the default.
The court imported authorities from the areas of drilling and
so
si

(1960), 32 W.W.R. 346 (Alta. S.C.).
Ibid., at p. 355 .
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delay rentals" to hold that there was no obligation on the part of
the lessee to commence drilling after the cessation of production .
Consequently, there was no default, the default clause could not
apply and there was no forfeiture to relieve against.
The one case in this area where the lease was maintained beyond
the primary term involved both an atypical clause and a recalcitrant lessor who sabotaged the lessee's efforts to place the prop
erty on production . In Stevenson v. Westgate" the lease was for
a term certain of one year and "for as much longer period as oil
or gas is found thereon in paying quantities". Note that the reference was to oil or gas being "found" rather than "produced" .
In point of fact, oil was found upon the land within the primary
term but there were interests, other than the lessor, whose consent was necessary before the land could be fully developed and
produced, notably the interest of a mortgagee of the lessor. The
mortgagee conditioned his consent upon the lessor's royalty share
of the proceeds of production being applied on the mortgage. The
lessor was requested to make the necessary arrangement so production could be obtained but he deliberately refrained from doing
so, intending, so the Ontario Court of Appeal found, to declare
the lease expired. The court relied upon both the unusual wording
of the clause and the lessor's failure to do what it could have done
to protect the lessee in respect of the mortgage, to find that the
lease did not require that the lessee had to produce a constant
flow of oil to extend the lease beyond the term certain.
Consider, if you will, the plight of the lessee who, prior to the
end of the primary term has discovered valuable and substantial
62 Principally, East Crest Oil Company Limited v. Strohschein and Strohschein, supra, footnote 33 ; Langlois v. Canadian Superior Oil of California
Limited, supra, footnote 43 ; Chipp v . Hunt, supra, footnote 45, and the
Oil City case, supra, footnote 21 . In Setter and Hurlburt v. Mander and
Red-Man Oils Limited (1952), 6 W .W.R . 577 (Man . Q .B.), the terms of
the lease were both more unusual and more complex in that they provided
that the lease could be continued beyond its five year primary term "either
by production or by payment of royalty or by the conduct of geophysical
research drilling or other operations" . None of these things were ever
done and an attempt was made some eight years after the expiration of
the five year primary term to maintain that the lease continued in force
based on the presumed acceptance by the lessor of shares in a company
offered as settlement for the "arrears of rent" long after the expiration
of the primary term . The lessor had retained the envelope in which the
share certificates were enclosed for approximately one year without
knowing he had them in his possession . The court adopted the wellknown reasoning of the East Crest case to hold that the lease had terminated on its own terms and that there could be no application of the default
clause since there was no default on the part of the lessee as it had not
obligated itself to do any of the things that would maintain the lease in
force .
sa [19421 1 D .L .R . 369 (Ont. H .C .) .
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reserves of petroleum but cannot produce them for want of a
market . Commonly, this situation arises with the discovery of
natural gas reserves . Natural gas is a much .more complicated
substance to sell and market than crude oil since it requires the
construction of a pipe line which must in turn `transport the gas
either to a local market, or more commonly, to a main trunk line
system connecting with markets in other provinces or in the United
States. There are many delays in creating such a pipe line system ,
it is necessary to build up, sufficient reserves to justify the con-i
situation of a connecting pipe line into -the field; the main pipe
line system must also be . supported ' by , adequate markets and
permits and' authorizations must be obtained from-'a number of
governmental agencies. A mineral ,lessee ,who has drilled one or
more exploratory wells and has discovered reserves 'of natural gas
may find himself in the.unhappy position of watching the expiration
of the primary term draw steadily and inexorably closer knowing
all the while that, despite évery effort, he will be.,arnablejo max-ket
and, therefore, to produce, natural.gas in time . Itiisi not surprising
to find that the lessee has resorted to a number . of stratagems and
devices in an attempt -to maintain his leas:
In two companion cases- Shell Oil Company, e. Gundersons .and
Shell Oil Company v. Gibbard" both decisions. . of the Supreme
Court, of Canada, the lessee relied on a provision
the lease
generally referred to as the "pooling clause", . to avoid ;that dread
"click". In both cases the lagds covered by .the :respective leases
were quarter sections . within the same, section, and: both leases
Were in similar form except that in the Gunderson case . the.,leasg
was for five years, and in the Gibbard for a term of ten,, years.
lease in the Gunderson case covered the....southeast,quarter.;of;the
well was lever :
section and was dated July :.19th, 1950,
on ~ the southeast quarter -but in I95~-, a .well
drilled on the
northeast quarter, of the same section., .This, well
.;capable,
production of natural gas butwas.not
at any time during
the primary term for want, of a maxket.~ :Under; the..
regulations the spacing unit for the. .pFodup~gn,qf a gas well was
one complete section of land. In June of
not lend before the
primary term would expire, the lessee served the less®r .with a notiee
in which it purported to pool the lands pursuant , te a provision
the lease and tendered a payment of $50.00 as compensatory royalty
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for a capped gas well under another provision of the lease. This
annual payment of $50 .00 was repeated by the lessee in each of
the years following 1955 but in no case was the payment accepted
by the lessor.
The notice purporting to pool the land was given pursuant to
a clause in the lease which granted the lessee the right to pool or
combine the lands or any portion thereof with other adjacent
lands to form a drilling unit when such pooling or combining is
necessary in order to conform with any regulation or order of the
government of the Province of Alberta . The pooling clause further
provided that if the lands were so pooled or combined, the lessor
shall, in lieu of royalties otherwise payable, receive on production
of leased substances a percentage of the total royalties equal to
the ratio that the area of the lands bore to the total of the drilling
unit. The last sentence of the pooling provision was as follows
Drilling operations on, or production of leased substances from, any
land included in such unit shall have the same effect in continuing
this Lease in force and effect during the term hereby granted, or any
extension thereof, as to all the said lands, as if such operation or
production were upon or from the said lands, or some portion thereof.

The concurrent tendering of the $50.00 payment was the second
stage in the lessee's attempt to maintain its lease in force. This
payment was made pursuant to a further provision in the lease,
generally referred to as the "capped gas well royalty clause",
which provides that when no royalties are otherwise payable under
the lease, that is. when there is no production, the lessee shall pay
to the lessor a yearly sum as royalty for all wells on the said lands
where gas only or primarily is found. The clause further provides
that "while the said royalty is so paid, each such well shall be
deemed to be a producing well hereunder".
The lessee took the position that the pooling had the effect of
expanding the lands within the lease from a quarter section to the
full section and therefore the payment of the capped gas well
royalty would, under the terms of the clause, have the same effect
as production from the said lands. This contention, however, found
no favour with the courts in either the Trial Division, the Appellate
Division or the Supreme Court of Canada. In each instance, the
court looked at the reference in the capped gas well royalty clause
'to "the said lands" which were defined elsewhere in the lease as
being the particular quarter section covered by the lease, and,
since the well in question was not on that particular quarter section,
refused to attribute any effect whatsoever to the payments . Nor
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could the pooling of the quarter section with other lands have the
effect of changing the meaning of "the said lands" to include the
entire- section even though a section was the specified production
unit for a gas well.
In the Gibbard case,ss the land was the southwest quartet in
the same section, the lease was identical except that it was for a
primary term of ten years from September 16th, 1949. The well
in question was not drilled on this quarter section, but on the
northwest quarter and, as described in connection with the Gunderson case,b7 was completed as a gas well in the year 1952 and
capped . In August of 1955 the lessee sent a pooling notice similar
to the one sent to the lessor in the Gunderson case. The lease in
the Gunderson case was of course terminated in 1955, but the Gibbard lease continued in full force and effect due to its longer
primary term. In May of 1959 a market for the gas was developed
and the Alberta Oil and Gas Conservation Board, effective July
1st, 1959, awarded a special spacing unit consisting of the three
remaining quarter sections . Gas was produced during the succeeding months from the well and a royalty payment representing the
lessor's proportionate share was tendered to and refused by the
respondent each month. If production from the gas well located
not on the particular quarter section covered by the lease, but
within the spacing unit designated by the Board, could be considered as production from the "said lands" as designated by the lease,
the lease would be extended beyond its primary term of ten years .
If not, the lease would terminate . The question resolved itself into
whether or not the pooling attempt by the lessee had been successful.
The court subjected the pooling provision to the most searching
scrutiny and the most literal interpretation. The pooling clause
gave the lessee the right and power to pool "when such pooling,
or combining is necessary in order to conform with any regulations
or orders of the Government of the Province of Alberta or any
other authoritative body, which are now or may hereafter be in
force in relation thereto". Everything turned on whether or not
pooling was necessary "in order to conform with any regulations
or orders" . It had not been necessary to pool in order to drill the
well in the northeast quarter in 1952 as, not knowing whether the
well would turn out to be an oil or a gas discovery, the regulations
permitted the issuance of drilling permits on areas smaller than
one section ; the pooling in 1955 was not necessary as there were
56 Ibid.

17

Supra, footnote 54.
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neither drilling nor producing operations carried on at that time ;
but what about the pooling in 1959 prior to actual production?
Under the regulations'as they existed in 1959, gas could not be
produced from an area smaller than one section except under
a special spacing unit designation which was obtained for production from the three remaining quarter sections. This, however,
apparently was not a sufficient degree of compulsion to satisfy the
test "necessary in order to conform with any regulations or orders",
although it is hard to see why. Presumably, what is required to
justify the use of the pooling clause would be an affirmative order
from the Board specifically directing that the lands be pooled :s$

If, as I think to be the case, what the proposed lessee intended to provide for was a provision for pooling when it was necessary to include
the leased lands with other lands in order to obtain the approval of
the Board to a spacing unit and to obtain a permit, if one were required,
to produce gas or oil discovered on any part of the proposed unit,
unfortunately the language employed is quite insufficient for such
purpose . To assign any such meaning to the clause would be to read
into it words that are not to be found in the clause as drafted .

While the applicable regulations may not actually demand
pooling, surely the requirement that the lands be pooled before
any gas may be produced is a sufficient degree of compulsion to
meet any test of what is or what is not "necessary". The Supreme
Court of Canada indicated some considerable uneasiness in arriving at this decision, "as I am by no means satisfied that the result
accords with the intention of the parties to the instrument" ."
The court was able to arrive at this interpretation-which admittedly
was at variance with the intention of the parties-only by a rigorous
application of the literal interpretation rule and the maxim that
.a document, if ambiguous should be construed against the person
who drew it, that is, the lessee . Actually the decision in the Gibhard case indicates only how far a court will go to protect and buttress the position of the mineral lessor .
The hazards and perils of making a gas discovery without an
immediate market were once more strikingly illustrated in another
Supreme Court of Canada decision, Canadian Superior Oil of
California Ltd. v. Kanstrup and Scurry Oil Ltd." The lessor had
granted a lease for a primary term of ten years from July 2nd, 1948,
containing the usual clause continuing it in force beyond the primary term for so long "as oil, gas or other mineral is produced
from said land hereunder" . As originally written, the lease did
sa
rn

Ibid at p . 731-732 (S .C .R.) .
(1964), 49 W.W .R . 257 (S .C .C .).

69 Md., per Locke J ., at p . 732,
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not contain a pooling clause and covered only the northwest
quarter of a section. In 1954, before any drilling had been done,
the general area in which the lease was situate was designated by
the Alberta Oil and Gas Conservation Board as a gas (field . This
designation meant that the Board would not grant a licence for the
drilling ofa well unless the applicant had the right to produce from
the entire section. In the year 1957 two things happened : the lessee
entered into a gas sales contract with Trans Canada Pipe Lines
Limited under which it sold all its gas in the field under terms
which did not obligate the pipe line company to commence taking
delivery until the latter part of the year 1959 ; the lease was also
amended to include a pooling provision in terms identical to those
in the Gunderson" and Gibbard62 cases. The amendment was Accomplished by a letter which, in addition to the pooling provision,
contained an explanation by the lessee as to why the right to pool
was necessary. This explanation specifically stated that the lessee
desired to pool the quarter section covered by the lease with other
land in the section for the purpose of forming a spacing unit with
the object of drilling a well. This was sufficient to get the lessee over
at least one hurdle ; the land was held to have been effectivelypooled as, in the view of the court, the letter showed that the lessee
intended the clause to be construed as providing for pooling to
enable it to obtain a licence from the Board to drill a well. The
weight attached by the court to the fact that the lessee had care-.
fully explained the purpose of the proposed amendment is somewhat unsettling in that it indicates the court might have held, in
the absence of this explanation, that the fact it was necessary to
pool the lands prior to obtaining a drilling licence would not, by
itself, meet the test of "necessary in order to conform with any
regulations or orders". One is, left with the disturbing impression
that the court would not feel that the "necessary" test would have
been met unless the regulations or orders compelled the -immediate
pooling of the lands as an imperative entirely free Of any further
action. In other words the fact that no well .eould_be drilled-without
pooling is, not a sufficient degree of compulsion, presumably-since
the lessee could forego the drilling of the well. This seems to be an
extension of the "election" theory of the lessee's obligations and
is not, I submit, a very realistic approach to the test of what is or
what is not "necessary". Be that as it may, in the instant case,
the lessee successfully achieved pooling but it availed him not.
A well was drilled on lands within the pooled section, but not
61 Supra, footnote 54. -

62

Supra, footnote 55.
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on the subject quarter section, and completed as a gas well and
capped to await a market on June 13th, 1958 . All these events took
place within the primary term of the lease itself. At this point of
time, the lessee made a fatal mistake, he allowed the primary term
to expire without tendering payment under the capped gas well
royalty clause, although it is doubtful if under the GundersonO
case even a timely payment would have been of much help. It was
not until July 9th, 1958 that the lessee, presumably alerted by the
fact that a new lessee claimant had filed a caveat on July 7th,
attempted to make a payment of the capped gas well royalty.
'This payment was sent to the trust company designated to receive
royalty payments under a royalty trust agreement and was distributed by the trust company on December 20th, 1958. A similar
payment was made in the next year on May 26th, 1959, and these
funds were similarly distributed by the trust company but not
until November 20th, 1960, by which time the action had been
commenced.
The lease was demolished on two grounds: (a) in accordance
with the Gunderson rationale, the pooling provision which referred
to drilling operations on or production from any land in the spacing
unit as having the same effect in continuing the lease in force and
effect as if such production or operations were on the land covered
by the lease, did not include any reference to a payment of capped
gas well royalty as having this continuing effect ; (b) even if this
were not so, the payment of the capped gas well royalty after the
expiration of the primary term was not effective to continue the
term of the lease. In setting forth the reasons for the second ground,
the Supreme Court of Canada effectively eliminated the relief
against forfeiture argument insofar as it relates to those actions
in which the lessee may be said to have an election. The court
pointed out that the capped gas well royalty clause did not impose any obligation upon the lessee to make the payment ; the
lessee had a choice to pay or not to pay :s4
. . . there was no default on the part of the appellant in not paying
that money before the primary term had expired . There was, therefore,
no forfeiture to relieve against .

The case is interesting also for the gallant but futile subsidiary
argument advanced by the lessee in support of the lease. The
document contained the usual force majeure provision under which
obligations of the lessee to commence or continue drilling or to
operate or produce oil and gas, were to be suspended "when there
" Supra, footnote 54 .
11 Supra, footnote 60, at p . 269 .
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is no available market for the same at the well". The court answered
this argument by stating that the habendum clause, which set forth
the primary term and conditions under which it could be extended,
imposed no obligation upon the lessee to produce the leased substances and, once again; applying the familiar reasoning, the lessee
was not in default and, therefore, the force majeure clause had no
application. The, standard attempt by the lessee to use the default
clause and its requirement for notice and a period of grace, met
with its usual summary fate . Unlike most litigants, the oil and gas
lessee suffers from a lack of obligations to be fulfilled.
Canada Cities Service Petroleum Corporation v. Kininmonths 5 involved a discovery of oil rather than gas andalso served as an example
of the frustrations and dangers that befall a lessee who delays
drilling until near the end of the primary term . The lease in this
case covered the south half of a section and was for a primary
term of ten years from May 11th, 1951, with the usual provision
extending the term if the petroleum substances "are being produced
from the said lands" . The lease also contained a proviso. which
became the focal point of the dispute :
.

And further always provided that if at any time after the expiration
of the said 10 year term the said substances are not being produced
on the said lands and the Lessee is then engaged .in drilling or working
operations thereon, this Lease shall remain in force so long as such
operations are prosecuted, and if they result in 'the' production of the
said substances or any of them, so long thereafter as the said substances
or any of them are produced from the said lands, provided that if
drilling, working or production operations are interrupted or suspended as the result of any cause whatsoever beyond the Lessee's
control, other than the Lessee's lack of funds, the time of such interruption or suspension shall not be counted against the Lessee, anything hereinbefore contained or implied to the contrary notwithstanding.

The lessee exercised his right to defer drilling' until the final
year and commenced drilling operations on March 2nd, 1961 ;
having obtained the required drilling licence. By March 26th, 1961,
-the well had reached its target depth in the Jumping Found formation at 7215 feet. This formation was found to be dry, but' 'â. ~ productive oil zone, known as the Cardium formation, had been
encounted at a shallower depth. ®n March 29th, 1961, the lessee
applied to the Oil and Gas Conservation Board for permission
to plug the well back and complete it in the productive Caidiuni
formation. The Board issued its approval the following day, but
made production of the well from the Cardium formation con-

es [19641 S.C.R. 439, (1964), 47 W.W.R. 437 .
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ditional upon the lessee obtaining the right to produce from the
entire spacing unit. In the case of Cardium wells in that particular
area, the spacing unit was either the east or west halves of a section
and the lessee, having a lease covering only the south half, still
had to obtain the rights to produce the northeast quarter to complete the spacing unit. This was never done .
The well was plugged back to the Cardium formation on March
31st, 1961, at which point the lessee decided it was necessary to
improve the productive capacity of the Cardium zone by a pro
cess known as fracturing in which the formation is subjected to a
high pressure process thereby opening it up and permitting a
readier flow of the petroleum substances. The process involves the
ase of heavy and specialized equipment ; by March 31st, 1961, the
annual road ban was in force in the area and travel by vehicles
over a certain weight was prohibited . Accordingly, operations
were suspended and were not renewed until May 23rd, 1961,
some twelve days after the expiration of the primary term. On
May 25th, the road ban was lifted, fracturing equipment was
moved onto the site and the well was completed as a producer on
June 26th, 1961 . From and after that date, oil was produced from
the well at the rate of 150 barrels per day until July 5th, 1961, when
the well was shut in by order of the Oil and Gas Conservation
Board since the lessee did not have the right to produce the entire
east half of the section. The evidence indicated that the cost of
the well completed in the Cardium was $104,000.00.
The lessee sought to maintain the lease on two grounds; (a)
having commenced the drilling of the well within the primary
term, it should have the right by implication or inference, to complete the drilling operations and take production after the end of
the primary term ; (b) that the circumstances that precluded it
from completing the well and taking production were beyond its
control, thereby entitling it to the protection of the force majeure
provision.
The trial judge and one member of the Alberta Appellate
Divisionl~ found the lease to be still subsisting ; the majority of
the Appellate Division and the unanimous Supreme Court of
Canada found that it had expired . Martland J., in delivering the
judgment of the Supreme Court, held that if the first ground raised
by the lessee were acceded to, the result would be to modify the
habenduin clause as the primary term would be extended if the
drilling of a well were commenced within the term and thereafter
Qe

(1963), 44 W.W.R. 392 (Alto. App . Div .).
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continued and completed. The court could find nothing in the
lease to Justify construing the drilling commitment to modify the
habendunz clause in this manner:67
. . . the fact that the lessee was under a contractual obligation to
"

commence the drilling of a well in this case, in the tenth year of the
lease, did not have the effect of enabling him to defer the commencement of drilling until practically the end of the ten year term and then
to claim, as a right, an extension of the term during such time as it
might take to complete the drilling of the well. In my view, the lessee
deferred the performance of its drilling obligations to the last month
of the ten year term at its own risk . If it failed to be in production
before that term expired, then the habendurn clause came into play
and the lease automatically terminated at the end of the primary term.

In so holding, the Supreme Court did two things : it questioned
and discounted American authorities that grant an implied right
to complete the well after expiration of the primary term, and
transformed the final year of the primary term into something different than previous years insofar as the drilling commitment may
be satisfied by commencing the drilling of a well within the specified
time ; according to the Kininmonth rationale, however, the commencement of drilling before the expiration of the final year is,
not sufficient, the well must be actually producing petroleum substances in order to extend the lease. The decision also seems to
run counter to the plain meaning of the drilling clause whereunder the undertaking is to commence drilling, not to complete
it, by the expiration of the allotted period .
The force majeure argument of the lessee was dismissed by the
Supreme Court of Canada on the basis that the proviso had no
application to the facts of the case. The interpretation placed on
the proviso restricts its operation to the situation where the primary
term has been extended by production from the land and then
such production ceases . This restricted interpretation apparently
arose from the occurrence of the phrases "are not being produced"
and "are being produced" in the proviso. Certainly the proviso
deals with the situation where production ceases after the expiration of the primary term ; in fact, this is undoubtedly_ the basic
problem which it was meant to accommodate. There would appear,
however, to be no reason why it could not also apply to other
situations ; certainly the opening phraseology refers only to the
expiration of the primary term and does not assign any specific
cause for such expiration. Why would it not apply with equal
force to the situation where the primary term expires by the of
luxion of time itself? If the proviso were so interpreted, the lessee
67

Supra, footnote 65, at pp. 446-447 (S.C.R.).
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being then engaged in drilling operations would have the benefit
of his force majeure argument .
This was the interpretation favoured by the Alberta Appellate
Division ; they apparently had no doubt as to the application of
the proviso but the majority held the lessee had not satisfied the
onus incumbent upon him of proving that the interruption or
suspension of the drilling, working and production operations was
the result of a cause or causes beyond his control. In so holding,
the majority required of the lessee a remarkable degree of foresightedness amounting almost to clairvoyance and provision for
future contingencies far beyond that required under the usual
"prudent operator" test. The lessee relied upon the existence of
the road ban as a cause beyond his control in justifying the delay
in completing the well and the existence of the Board order designating the east half of a section as a spacing unit as a cause
beyond his control justifying the failure to produce the well from
and after July 5th, 1961 . The court analyzed the legislative background of the road ban and found that it was defective and had
been improperly passed by the municipality although it is hard
to see how the lessee could be expected either to know of the defect
or ignore the road ban even ifit had such knowledge. The court also
proceeded from the certainty that the coming of spring in Alberta
brings with it the imposition of road bans, to speculate that the
lessee might well know the chances of a discovery in the Jumping
Pound formation were slight while the chances of encountering
production in the Cardium were much greater. The lessee was also
to consider the probability that if production was encountered
in the Cardium formation, fracturing equipment would be necessary. With this combination of certainties, probabilities and unknowns, the court apparently felt that the lessee should have taken
steps to have fracturing equipment on the wellsite before the imposition of the road ban. More compelling was the fact that no
attempt had been made by the lessee to obtain a special permit to
use the road during the ban period . Such special permits could be
obtained upon an undertaking that any resulting damage will be
made good . The evidence also indicated that the lessee had been
somewhat less than diligent in attempting to amend or vary the
Board order designating the spacing unit for the Cardium well.
It would appear from the evidence that no effort was made by the
lessee to avail himself of the procedure whereby an application
could be made to obtain a spacing unit which would have permitted
production from the well.
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There is one apparent consequence of the combined effect of
the Supreme Court of Canada decisions in the Kininmonths$ and
the Kanstrup" cases that is nothing short of breathtaking. It is
now clear that only the existence of production at the end of the
primary term will serve to continue a lease in force ; drilling oper=
ations by themselves are not effective. It is equally clear that once
a lease has so terminated by its own terms, no subsequent course
of conduct between the parties, for instance, the acceptance of
royalty by the lessor, will suffice to revive the lease. Once terminated, it has gone beyond all recall. What then of the situation where,
although a well may have been drilling, there was no actual production at the time the primary term expired, followed by years
of uninterrupted production and royalty payments to the lessor?
The conclusion appears almost irresistible that such a lease would
be invalidated, even though the parties have been conducting themselves and making and accepting payments for a period of years
as if the lease were in full force and effect.
The last four cases each represent the loss by the lessee of
actual reserves of oil and gas whose existence was established by
drilling carried on by the lessee either on the land covered by the
lease itself or on the spacing unit of which the leased lands were
a part . Each case would vest in either the lessor or the lessee an
asset whose value could run into the millions of dollars. Small
wonder that all four cases were taken to the Supreme Court of
Canada. There is something troubling about the decisions, particularly in the three cases which involve natural gas where thelessee
was compelled by regulations and marketing economics to watch
the ever closer approach of the expiration of the primary term
while powerless to place the lands on production . The decisions
can be supported on the grounds of strict logic, but logic is only
as sound as its basic premise.
In order to terminate the leases, the court utilized the maxim of
interpreting documents against the party who drew them, the
strictest of literal interpretation, the denial of ambiguity to phrases
which were not free from conflicting terms, and a rather forced
extension of the principle of no default where no obligation exists to exclude the operation of the force majeure provision. Courts
customarily use these and many other techniques to arrive at a
"correct" decision ; that is a result which reflects the equities of
the situation, which is in accord with the intention of the parties
and with the general moral sense of the community. It is not
es Ibid.

69 Supra, footnote 60.
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customary, or re-assuring, however, to find these techniques being
employed to arrive at results which admittedly do not accord with
the intention of the parties, that seem to be at variance with the
tenor and purpose of the instrument itself and also appear to fly
in the face of equity.
Conclusions

After examining some twenty-five cases which, in the three critical
areas where an oil and gas lease may be terminated, present a
consistent, if ominous pattern, it should be possible to arrive at
some conclusions, both particular and general . With some degree
of confidence, I think the decided cases enable us to advance the
following .
General

The terms of an oil and gas lease will be, in the case of freehold lands," interpreted strictly against the lessee who prepared
and tendered the document to the lessor. There can be little quarrel
with this approach as the lessee not only will have prepared the
document, but will have a much better understanding of its complexities than the lessor. Certainly there are large mineral lessees
who have full-time specialists doing little else than work with
oil and gas leases and this should place them in a position of advantage to the average mineral lessor who may sign only one
lease form in his life and may do so with little understanding of
its terms .
(2) The courts will not use relief against forfeiture to aid the
dispossessed lessee. Since the lessee has an election as to whether
he will commence drilling, pay delay rentals or even produce the
well, however unwitting, unwilling and inadvertent such "election"
may be, the resulting termipation theoretically arose from the
lessee's free and untrammelled choice and therefore there can be
no forfeiture to relieve against .
(3) On similar reasoning, the default clause does not operate to
confer a period of grace upon the lessee since there being no obligation in these areas, there can be no default .
(1)

ro Presumably this doctrine could work against the lessor in the case
Crown minerals where the lessor, in the person of the Crown either
federal or provincial, uses its own standard form of document. In addition, the form of the lease document used by the Crown normally incorporates by reference the terms of regulations and statutory enactments,
both present and future . By this device, the Crown lessor can alter the
terms of the document in any manner it sees fit at any time during the
term thereof.
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(4) .A lessee cannot rely on force majeure, even in the . limited : circumstances where it may apply, unless he has unsuccessfully
tried every conceivable method by which the cause could have
been circumvented and avoided.
(5) The court will take judicial notice of the characteristics of
the, mil and gas industry and in particular the importance of time.
(6) The lease once terminated, becomes a dead issue and cannot
be revived by the subsequent conduct of the parties .
(7) Implied covenants and rights as understood and applied in
the United States are of no real consequence in Canada: By and
large, the rights, duties and responsibilities of the parties- will be
found only within the document itself.
Dealing with the particular areas, it would appear that :
Commence drilling
(a) Some breaking of the ground is essential and it would
appear that this must be done by machinery capable of continuing
the drilling of the well to the proposed depth. The drilling of a
shallow hole with a service rig is apparently not sufficient.
(b) The good faith of the lessee, as evidenced by continuing
drilling to the contract depth, may possibly cure a defect in commencing operations by the required date. This possibility however,
appears to be so risky as to be valueless from the point of view
of the lessee.
(c) Governmental regulations prohibiting the drilling of the
well may be a defence available to the lessee in an action_ to
declare the lease terminated .
Delay rentals
(a) Unless otherwise expressly provided, the lease will commence on the date of its execution.
(b) payment must be actually made to the lessor within the
required time, it is not sufficient for it to be mailed .
(c) Disingenuous efforts by the lessor to frustrate the lessee's
attempts to pay the delay rental may lead to a declaration that the
lease continues in force despite the defective payment.
reduction at end ofprimary term
(a) Under the type of lease most commonly used, payment
of a capped gas well royalty will not be effective where the well
is located off the land covered by the lease even if the location of
the well is within the spacing unit.
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(b) The usual form of pooling clause which incorporates the
ingredient of being necessary to comply with governmental regulations, has a very restricted application and would seem to be
effective only where pooling was specifically compelled by the
regulations.
(c) The last year of the primary term appears to be different
from others insofar as the drilling obligation is concerned as, in
order to continue the lease in force, the drilling not only must be
commenced but completed and the well placed on production .
In many ways the mineral lessee has been the author of his
own misfortune, mainly through preparing an instrument heavily
weighted in his own favour. Nowhere is this more evident than in the
consequences of converting certain obligations into options, for
instance, an election to drill a well or pay money in lieu thereof
or let the lease lapse. In this way the lessee has avoided the continuous accrual of monetary obligations, but he has also provided
the mechanism by which the lease is automatically terminated.
It can be said, however, that if the lessee starts out with the initial
advantage of having prepared a document to suit his own needs,
the intervention of the courts has more than counterbalanced
the issue in favour of the lessor.

